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Your request (412779) has been updated. To add additional comments, reply to this email.

Muh (CoinMarketCap)
Apr 4, 2022, 10:01 PM EDT

Good Day Aryaking,
Thank you for the update. We have all the information that we need for now and will reach out IF we decide to move
forward with integration.
We will continue to monitor the trading activity/volume over a period of time to determine whether this can be
organically sustained or was the result of artificial inducement. This is also one of the reasons why we do not specify
any thresholds and assessment intervals, as that would make it easy to 'game' the system.
For trading volumes, there is no specific threshold that we are able to disclose publicly, as we benchmark our
assessment against market conditions and other applications.
As a general rule of thumb (this is by no means a guarantee), 3-figure USD volumes and below are harder to
justify.

We prefer to see a sustained and organic increase in trading volume/activity across at least one CMC-supported

exchange before we can perform a proper evaluation.

Please note that these are just the minimum requirements, and meeting them does not guarantee a listing.

Best Practices/Guidelines
You may send us additional information about your progress (via this thread) to keep us updated, especially if
you have made some noteworthy progress.
However, please do not submit duplicate requests as it will add to the request queue and slow down the
process.

For more information regarding the listing process, please see: https://coinmarketcap.com/methodology/#listingscriteria
Sincerely,
CoinMarketCap

Showcasing the crypto revolution to 340M+ monthly visitors. (more than Bloomberg, Reuters, CNBC, WSJ, WellsFargo,
Tradingview, and Etoro according to SimilarWeb November 2021 data)

Add CMC widget | Listings Criteria | Advertise with CMC | API | DATA | Newsletter | Blog | Mobile App | Telegram |
Twitter | Facebook

The online submission form is the only way to request for listings/updates to CoinMarketCap. Do not reach out
through other channels, such as email or social media, because you will always be directed to this form.

CoinMarketCap listings are always free. Please beware of spoofed emails, fake social accounts, or individuals
requesting listing fees.
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